GRAND ROISSY TOURIST OFFICE

GROUPS OFFER

RO ISSY, LAND OF B USI NESS AND LEI SUR E
RO ISSY, LAND OF B USI NESS AND LEI SUR E

What outing should you choose for your group?
Grand Roissy is a land of history and innovation which places emphasis on the quality of the
welcome visitors are given in villages that have preserved the charm of Île-de-France.
It is a land where each village, château or museum tells a colourful story, at the heart of landscapes that have remained as they were.
An incredible palette of activities for recharging your batteries is found in this nature setting less
than 30 km from Paris, enabling you to put together an intense experience.
Are you on a stopover, between catching 2 planes, have some time before leaving or have just
got here, or have a long connection? Are you looking to organise a group tour to the land of
Grand Roissy, but you don’t know which one to choose? We have many offers for groups!
Have a look at through them!

Gardens history
1 day
RATES
Adult: 65 €. Group rate available for > 20 people.
Price includes:
Price does not include:

VALIDITY
Every day throughout the year. Closed on Tuesday.

GROUP
20 pers. min / pers. max

©A Poupeney

Near Paris, the program offers the possibility to discover 2
amazing sites surrounded by outstanding gardens. The royal
gothic abbey of Royaumont and its historical and organic
gardens and The Castle of Auvers, beautified by the French
formal terraced gardens and the English style park.
Guided tour : Half a day at the Abbey of Royaumont and its gardens :
A huge park surrounds the gothic buildings of the abbey. Recently, it
has been complemented by 3 new gardens. A squared planted space,
with medieval inspiration, was restored. Likewise, the cloister lawn, of
French style, was redesigned in its original shape from 1912. Lately, a
large vegetable garden was arranged in order to experience techniques
of organic growing.
The guided tour allows to tackle gardens history, their styles, their
purposes and uses but also principles of environmentally-responsible
approaches.
Lunch at the restaurant La Table de Royaumont. The menu « saveurs
du potager » will be served in one of the stone arched rooms. The Chef
is inspired by traditional French gastronomy and elaborates recipes
with local and seasonal products : starter, main course, dessert, French
wine and coffee.
Guided tour : Half a day in the gardens of the Castle of Auvers
The village is famous to have accommodated great painters such as
Vincent Van Gogh who is burried there. The Castle which overlooks the
Oise Valley, is also an heritage masterpiece.
The walk around the Castle allows us to wander in the 9 hectares of
the park, across different atmospheres inspired by various styles. In
that sense, we can find Italian Renaissance influence with subsequent
terraces overlooking the village until the Oise river. We also can find
French formal terraced gardens influence with lawns, paths, fountains
and plants, organized symetrically. Then, we have an English style park
which disposition is a bit more natural. Some free time to wander around
the gardens, sit on the benches, discuss and visit the Castle store.

Contact : Bousso Niass groupes@grand-roissy-tourisme.com +33 (0)7 69 27 54 64 / +33 (0)1 34 17 00 10

A town with exceptional heritage

RATES
Adult: from 60 € (Rates From 44€ onwards). Free entry for
the drivers. Group rate available for > 20 people. Lunch
included.
Price includes: The guided tour of the Château d'Écouen National Renaissance Museum * Lunch according to the proposed
formula * Commented visit of the Saint-Acceul Church * The guided
tour of the Painters' Route * The conference about the Chappe
telegraph
Price does not include: Transportation (extra charge) * The
insurance * Personal expenses

VALIDITY
Closed on Tuesday. Closed exceptionally on January 1st,
May 1st and December 25th.

GROUP
20 pers. min / 30 pers. max

©RMN

The Renaissance of a heritage in Écouen.
10.00am: Tour of the Écouen Château and its Renaissance museum.
Spend a morning exploring the superb collections of the Museum of
the Renaissance. Enjoy one of the most prestigious collections of
decorative arts of the period: furniture, ceramics, enamels, goldsmithery,
arms, glassware, stained glass, paintings & tapestries including the
exceptional wall hanging of the Story of David and Bathsheba.
12.30pm: Lunch at the Château restaurant: A la Table des Rois.
2.00pm: Coemmented visit of Saint-Acceul Church and the largest
Renaissance stained glass window in Ile de France.
3.00pm: Guided tour of the Painters Circuit.
Explore the town of Écouen discovering the painters that lived there
through a circuit of 20 panels-stops located throughout old picturesque
streets.
4.00pm: Lecture about the famous Chappe semaphore telegraph: the
birth of telecommunications.

©OTGR

Prestations : Lift • Public WC • Exhibition space • Restaurant • Parking • Booking
obligatory • Shop • Tourist brochures • Tourist information • Restaurant • Restaurant
for groups only • No pets allowed

©OTGR

Contact : Bousso Niass groupes@grand-roissy-tourisme.com +33 (0)7 69 27 54 64 / +33 (0)1 34 17 00 10

Luzarches. Guided walk

RATES
Adult: from 10 € (Price starting at 9.50€). Group rate
available for > 20 people.
Price includes: The commented walk through Luzarches
Price does not include: Transportation (on request with
supplement) * The insurance * The expenses of personal order

VALIDITY
All year round. Closed exceptionally on January 1st, May
1st and December 25th. Subject to favorable snow and
weather conditions. Postponed in case of bad weather.

GROUP
20 pers. min / 30 pers. max

©OTGR

Its know-how from yesterday to today
9.45 am: Meet at the car park of the St Côme–St Damien church in
Luzarches with your hiking boots and water.
10 am: Start of the walk
Luzarches is in an ideal location on a fertile hill, at the doors of the
French Capital. It has always been a key stage on the major road that
takes you from Paris to Amiens. Over the centuries many farmers,
artisans or traders have prospered by making the most of the natural
riches this area offers. Doctors and surgeons have also marked the
history of Luzarches, a town that was full of life.
Today Luzarches has become a peaceful town that remains steeped in
this buzzing past. This walk gives you the opportunity to see many clues
hidden in the town which reveal centuries’ old know-how.
12 pm / 12.30 pm: End of the walk
1 pm: Opportunity to have lunch in one of our partner restaurants (on
request – with an additional charge)

©OTGR

PROGRAMME POSSIBLE IN THE AFTERNOON with a break to enjoy
something to eat on request for an additional charge.
Prestations : Parking • Booking • Themed tour • Tourist brochures • Tourist
information • Guided tours • No pets allowed
©OTGR

Contact : Bousso Niass groupes@grand-roissy-tourisme.com +33 (0)7 69 27 54 64 / +33 (0)1 34 17 00 10

Goussainville / Roissy

RATES
Adult: from 53 € (Fare starting at 52.80€.). Free entry for
the drivers. Group rate available for > 20 people. Buffet
lunch included.
Price includes: The guided tour of the old village of Goussainville
* Buffet lunch in one of our partner restaurants. * Guided tour of Charles
de Gaulle airport by bus * Free lunch for the driver
Price does not include: Transportation (on request with
supplement) * The insurance * Personal expenses

VALIDITY
All year round. Closed exceptionally on January 1st, May
1st and December 25th. Subject to favorable weather.

GROUP
20 pers. min / 30 pers. max

©OTGR

An airport’s little secrets.
10.30 am: Come and discover the unexpected history of the
Goussainville Vieux Pays “ghost village”, which is not as ghostly as
that… Your guide will tell you about what happened to upset the peace
and quiet there, when Roissy Charles de Gaulle airport was built in the
70s. This is the almost surrealist ambience you’ll discover walking
through this village with its listed church, as if frozen in time.
12.30 pm: Buffet lunch in one of our partner restaurants in Roissy.
2 pm: Terminal 1, Terminal 2 and its 6 sub-terminals, the charter flight
airport, 4 runways, 3 control towers, freight zone, new S3 and S4
terminals dedicated to Air France and 2G for regional planes. You’ll see
the future extensions and be impressed by the constant ballet of Airbus,
Boeing, Embraer and other planes… including the giant of the air: the
AIRBUS A380 With CONCORDE exhibited in the middle of the airport!

©Libre de droits

Prestations : Public WC • Parking • No pets allowed

©OTGR

Contact : Bousso Niass groupes@grand-roissy-tourisme.com +33 (0)7 69 27 54 64 / +33 (0)1 34 17 00 10

Écouen / Royaumont

RATES
Adult: from 65 €. Free entry for the drivers. Group rate
available for > 20 people. Lunch included.
Price includes: Guided tour of the Château d'Écouen - National
Museum of the Renaissance * Lunch according to the proposed formula
* Guided tour of the Royaumont Abbey * Free lunch for the driver
Price does not include: Transportation (on request with
supplement) * The insurance * Personal expenses

VALIDITY
Every day throughout the year. Closed on Tuesday. Closed
exceptionally on January 1st, May 1st and December 25th.

GROUP
20 pers. min / 30 pers. max

©Camille Ridoux

Discovering the region’s Jewels
10.00am: Tour of Écouen Château
Spend a morning exploring the superb collections of the Museum of
the Renaissance. Enjoy one of the most prestigious collections of
decorative arts of the period: furniture, ceramics, enamels, goldsmithery,
arms, glassware, stained glass, paintings & tapestries including the
exceptional wall hanging of the Story of David and Bathsheba.
12.30pm: Lunch at the Château restaurant: A la Table des Rois.
(Possibility of having lunch at the restaurant La Table de Royaumont
on request)
3.00pm: Tour of Royaumont Abbey
Enjoy discovering the Cistercian Abbey and more than 800 years of
history.
Set out to explore the royal abbey and its remarkable gardens, from
Saint Louis to modern day, with the French Revolution, Industrial
Revolution and First World War along the way.

©OTGR

Prestations : Public WC • Restaurant • Parking • Booking • Booking obligatory •
Shop • Tourist brochures • Tourist information • Guided tours • No pets allowed

©Yann Monel

Contact : Bousso Niass groupes@grand-roissy-tourisme.com +33 (0)7 69 27 54 64 / +33 (0)1 34 17 00 10

Écouen / ARCHÉA

RATES
Adult: from 55 € (Starting from 39€). Free entry for the
drivers. Group rate available for > 20 people. Lunch
included.
Price includes: Guided tour of the historical center of Écouen *
Lunch according to the proposed formula * The guided tour of the
ARCHÉA Museum * Free lunch for the driver
Price does not include: Transportation (extra charge) * Insurance
* Personal expenses

VALIDITY
Every day throughout the year. Closed Monday and
Tuesday. Closed exceptionally on January 1st, May 1st and
December 25th.

GROUP
20 pers. min / 30 pers. max

©J.-Y. Lacôte/Archéa

Go back in time. From the Renaissance to Prehistory.
10.30am: Exploration of the town of Écouen and its cultural circuit.
The Town of Écouen invites you to discover its heritage along its cultural
circuit, heritage that is intimately linked to the history of France and
anchored in its daily life. The Écouen municipality has succeeded in the
challenge of giving new life to buildings from the past to give them a
destination firmly anchored in the present. Embark on an amazing
adventure during this walk, where history and culture converge and the
marks of time disappear.
On the programme :
Les Tourelles Manor
Church
Wash house
Granges à dîmes barn, now a performing arts theatre, and former Stables

©J.-Y. Lacôte/Archéa

Écouen Château Orientation Table for a view over the Plaine de France
12.30pm: Lunch at the Château restaurant: A la Table des Rois.
3.00pm: Guided tour of the Archéa museum
Enjoy discovering the exhibition interactively over an afternoon.
The contemporary building that houses ARCHÉA is the backdrop for
glimpses of history discovered during archaeological digs over the past
40 years in the North-East of Île-de-France. More than 750 objects are
on display, from prehistory to modern times from 87 archaeological
sites. Visitors can get a better grasp of this history through digital
projections, reconstructions, pieces that can be handled and models.
The tours are based around a presentation of the exhibition by a
museum curator, who always adjusts their presentation to the public,
whether beginners or specialists.

©PWP

Prestations : Lift • Public WC • Restaurant • Parking • Booking • Booking obligatory
• Shop • Tourist brochures • Tourist information • Guided tours • No pets allowed

Contact : Bousso Niass groupes@grand-roissy-tourisme.com +33 (0)7 69 27 54 64 / +33 (0)1 34 17 00 10

Écouen / Luzarches

RATES
Adult: from 77 €. Free entry for the drivers. Lunch included.
Price includes: Guided tour of the Château d'Écouen - National
Renaissance Museum - Lunch according to the proposed formula Golf initiation - Free lunch for the driver
Price does not include: Transportation (on request with
supplement) - The insurance - Personal expenses

VALIDITY
Every day throughout the year. Closed on Tuesday. Closed
exceptionally on January 1st, May 1st and December 25th.

GROUP
pers. min / 30 pers. max

©Libre de droits

History and Nature
10.00am: Tour of Écouen Château
Spend a morning exploring the Museum of the Renaissance and its
superb collections: enjoy one of the most prestigious collections of
decorative arts of the period: furniture, ceramics, enamels, goldsmithery,
arms, glassware, stained glass, paintings & tapestries including the
exceptional wall hanging of the Story of David and Bathsheba.
12.30pm: Lunch at the Château restaurant: A la Table des Rois.
(Possibility of having lunch at the Restaurant des Lacs at the Mont
Griffon hotel – extra charge applies)
3.00pm: A 1-hour introduction to golf at the ecocert-certified
Mont-Griffon Golf Course, nestled at the heart of the PNR, which was
awarded Golf Course of Year in 2018.
Introduction to golf and its values.
Presentation of equipment and explanation of the basic techniques.
Discovery of the biggest driving range in Europe with an introduction
to the driving range and the putting green.
Overall round up + diploma presentation.
(Possibility of a 2-hour or 3-hour introduction – on request – extra charge
applies)
Prestations : Public WC • Restaurant • Parking • Booking • Booking obligatory •
Shop • Tourist brochures • Tourist information • Guided tours • No pets allowed

©Claude Rodriguez

©OTGR

Contact : Bousso Niass groupes@grand-roissy-tourisme.com +33 (0)7 69 27 54 64 / +33 (0)1 34 17 00 10

RATES

Roissy - Aviation yesterday and today

Adult: from 63 €. Free entry for the drivers. Group rate
available for > 20 people. Lunch included.
Price includes: The guided tour of Charles de Gaulles airport by
bus * Lunch according to the proposed formula * The guided tour of
the Air and Space Museum
Price does not include: Transportation (on request with
supplement) * The insurance * Personal expenses

VALIDITY
The Air and Space Museum is open from Tuesday to
Sunday : - from 10:00 am to 5:00 pm (last access at 4:30
pm), from October 1 to March 31, - from 10:00 am to 6:00
pm (last access at 5:30 pm), from April 1 to September 30.
- the museum remains open: November 1 and 11 The
museum is closed on Mondays.

GROUP
20 pers. min / 30 pers. max

©Musée de l'Air et de l'Espace

From the hot air balloon… to the Airbus 380!
10.00am: Guided tour of Charles de Gaulle airport.
Get an idea of how vast the site is in a coach driven by your guide:
•Terminal 1, Terminal 2 and its 6 sub-terminals, the charter flight airport,
4 runways, 3 control towers, freight zone, new S3 and S4 terminals
dedicated to Air France and 2G for regional planes. You’ll also see the
future extensions and be impressed by the constant ballet of Airbus,
Boeing, Embraer and other planes… including the giant of the air: the
AIRBUS A 380.
With CONCORDE exhibited in the middle of the airport!
©Musée de l'Air et de l'Espace

12.00pm: Buffet lunch in one of our partner restaurants.
2.30pm: Guided tour of the Air and Space Museum in Le Bourget
• Follow the most amazing adventure of the 20th century: the conquest
of air and space.
• Discover an exceptional collection of more than 150 planes, helicopters
and rockets.
•You’ll see the Soyuz and Ariane 5.
•You’ll visit 2 Concordes: famous test pilot André Turcat’s prototype
and one of the planes in the Air France fleet.
Prestations : Auditorium • Public WC • Parking • Coach access • Themed tour •
Set down on-site for groups • No pets allowed

©Musée de l'Air et de l'Espace

Contact : Bousso Niass groupes@grand-roissy-tourisme.com +33 (0)7 69 27 54 64 / +33 (0)1 34 17 00 10

Écouen / Roissy

RATES
Adult: from 65 €. Group rate available for > 20 people.
Lunch included.
Price includes: Guided tour of the Château d'Écouen - National
Museum of the Renaissance * Lunch according to the proposed formula
* Guided tour by bus of Charles de Gaulles airport * Free lunch for the
driver
Price does not include: Transportation (on request with
supplement) * The insurance * Personal expenses

VALIDITY
Every day throughout the year. Closed on Tuesday. Closed
exceptionally on January 1st, May 1st and December 25th.

GROUP
20 pers. min / 30 pers. max

©OTGR

From heritage to the airport
10.00am: Tour of Écouen Château
Spend a morning exploring the superb collections of the Museum of
the Renaissance.
Enjoy one of the most prestigious collections of decorative arts of the
period: furniture, ceramics, enamels, goldsmithery, arms, glassware,
stained glass, paintings & tapestries including the exceptional wall
hanging of the Story of David and Bathsheba.
12.30pm: Lunch at the Château restaurant: A la Table des Rois.
2.30pm: Guided tour of Charles de Gaulle airport.
You’ll get an idea of how vast the site is in a coach driven by your guide:

©OTGR

•Terminal 1, Terminal 2 and its 6 sub-terminals, the charter flight airport,
4 runways, 3 control towers, freight zone, new S3 and S4 terminals
dedicated to Air France and 2G for regional planes. You’ll also see the
future extensions and be impressed by the constant ballet of Airbus,
Boeing, Embraer and other planes… including the giant of the air: the
AIRBUS A 380.
With CONCORDE exhibited in the middle of the airport!
Prestations : Public WC • Restaurant • Parking • Booking • Booking obligatory •
Shop • Tourist brochures • Tourist information • Guided tours • No pets allowed
©Musée de l'Air et de l'Espace

Contact : Bousso Niass groupes@grand-roissy-tourisme.com +33 (0)7 69 27 54 64 / +33 (0)1 34 17 00 10

Citroën DS Conservatoire Car Museum
Tour
RATES
Free entry for the drivers. Group rate available for > 20
people. From 12€ per person.
Price includes: The guided tour of the Citroën Conservatory
Price does not include: Transportation Personal expenses The
insurance

VALIDITY
Every day throughout the year between 9.30 am and 5.30
pm. Closed on Sunday. Closed exceptionally on January
1st and December 25th.

GROUP
20 pers. min / 40 pers. max

Much more than an automobile adventure!
More than 300 vehicles are displayed, representing a century of a
passionate human, industrial and commercial adventure, heritage waiting
for amateurs and those who are curious to discover!
Marvel at an exceptional collection! The Citroën Héritage and DS
Héritage collections will enthral you during a visit lasting about 1 and a
half hours, from the DS of Presidents de Gaulle and Pompidou via Sacha
Guitry’s C6, without forgetting Sébastien Loeb’s C4 WRC.
Visiting the Conservatoire Citroën car museum means going back
through the history of the double-chevron car maker, from the first "Type
A" made after the First World War, to vehicles designed in the past few
years to satisfy Chinese clientele, via the 2CV and DS which truly created
a revolution in the car industry.
The choice was made to have a living heritage rather than a
museum-style setting, with most of the 300 vehicles in working order
exhibited over 6500 m².
All the sectors that have made Citroën’s history are present at the
Conservatoire: the adventure with the caterpillar cars in the Yellow
Expedition, sport with the DS, ZX and C4 which dazzled on podiums,
technological innovation and style of course, the car maker’s DNA.
The tour can start with a breakfast or continue with a buffet lunch in the
Conservatoire.
A Test Drive offer is also available – quote on request.
Prestations : Public WC • Exhibition space • Car park • Themed tour • Shop •
Equipment hire • Restaurant • Guided tours • Restaurant for groups only

Contact : Bousso Niass groupes@grand-roissy-tourisme.com +33 (0)7 69 27 54 64 / +33 (0)1 34 17 00 10

Roissy / Écouen The Grand Roissy
dancing afternoons

RATES
Adult: from 50 €. Free entry for the drivers. Group rate
available for > 20 people. Gourmet break included.
Price includes: The rental of the room Installation of sound
equipment Musical entertainment according to the chosen formula
The gourmet break
Price does not include: Transportation (on request with
supplement) The insurance Personal expenses

VALIDITY
All year round. Closed exceptionally on January 1st, May
1st and December 25th.

GROUP
20 pers. min / 30 pers. max

©Dreambox

Dance to the rhythm of our musical sessions.
3 pm: Get ready in the room that has been especially set up for you to
be able to dance.
A singer and musician (guitar and vocals) make up our talented duo,
who are professionals at providing entertainment for cocktail receptions
and meals. After the meal they will play music which includes the
Standards: Soul, Latino, Caribbean, French and International Songs…
The duo alternates between acoustic versions and those with
orchestration.
©Dreambox

A break is planned during the afternoon with Viennese pastries, juice
and hot drinks to enjoy.
5 pm: End of the event.
Prestations : Toilets • Parking • Public WC • Function/entertainment room •
Entertainments room • Restaurant • Buffet meal • No pets allowed

©Dreambox

Contact : Bousso Niass groupes@grand-roissy-tourisme.com +33 (0)7 69 27 54 64 / +33 (0)1 34 17 00 10

RATES

Écouen / Saint-Denis

Adult: from 64 €. Free entry for the drivers. Group rate
available for > 20 people. Lunch included.
Price includes: Guided tour of the Château d'Écouen - National
Museum of the Renaissance - Lunch according to the proposed
formula - Guided tour of the Cathedral of Saint-Denis - Free lunch for
the driver
Price does not include: Transportation (on request with
supplement) The insurance Personal expenses

VALIDITY
Every day throughout the year. Closed on Tuesday. Closed
exceptionally on January 1st, May 1st and December 25th.
Opening hours of the Basilica of Saint-Denis : From October
1, 2021 to March 31, 2022 Monday to Saturday: 10am to
5:15pm (last access at 4:45pm) Sunday: 12:00 to 17:15
(last access at 16:45)

GROUP
20 pers. min / 30 pers. max

©Libre de droits

In the same place as the Greats
10.00am: Tour of Écouen Château
Spend a morning exploring the superb collections
of the Museum of the Renaissance.
Enjoy one of the most prestigious collections of decorative arts of the
period: furniture, ceramics, enamels, goldsmithery, arms, glassware,
stained glass, paintings & tapestries including the exceptional wall
hanging of the Story of David and Bathsheba.
12.30pm: Lunch at the Château restaurant: A la Table des Rois.
(Possibility of having lunch in a partner Restaurant at Saint-Denis – extra
charge applies)
3.00pm: Tour of the Basilica / Saint-Denis Cathedral.
The cathedral basilica is an essential monument in the history of France,
a major work of 12th-century gothic architecture. Relive the Renaissance
era, particularly through discovering its monumental tombs, in addition
to its remarkable architecture. The basilica holds the most important
set of funerary sculptures from the 12th century to the 16th century.

©OTGR

Prestations : Public WC • Restaurant • Parking • Booking • Booking obligatory •
Shop • Tourist brochures • Tourist information • Guided tours • No pets allowed

Contact : Bousso Niass groupes@grand-roissy-tourisme.com +33 (0)7 69 27 54 64 / +33 (0)1 34 17 00 10

Écouen / Chantilly

RATES
Adult: from 53 €. Free entry for the drivers. Group rate
available for > 20 people. Lunch included.
Price includes: Guided tour of the Château d'Écouen - National
Museum of the Renaissance Lunch according to the proposed formula
Free visit of the Chantilly estate (guided tour on request with
supplement)
Price does not include: Transportation The insurance Personal
expenses

VALIDITY
Every day throughout the year. Closed on Tuesday. Closed
exceptionally on January 1st, May 1st and December 25th.

GROUP
20 pers. min / 30 pers. max

©J L Aubert

In the steps of Anne de Montmorency
10.30am: Tour of Écouen Château
Spend a morning exploring the Museum of the Renaissance and its
superb collections: enjoy one of the most prestigious collections of
decorative arts of the period: furniture, ceramics, enamels, goldsmithery,
arms, glassware, stained glass, paintings & tapestries including the
exceptional wall hanging of the Story of David and Bathsheba.
12.30pm: Lunch at the Château restaurant: A la Table des Rois.
(Possibility of having lunch at the Restaurant of the Chantilly Estate: La
Capitainerie – extra charge applies)

©OTGR

3.00pm: Tour of the Chantilly estate.
Spend the afternoon like a Prince at the Chantilly Estate.
On the programme
• Enjoy visiting the Château at your leisure (The large Suites, painting
galleries, Cabinet des Livres library and the Chapel).
• Freely explore the Great Stables, a real palace for the horses stabled
there and considered the most beautiful in Europe.
• Enjoy relaxing and getting away from it all as you wander through the
115-hectare grounds. (As an option: Guided tour of the Château or
Great Stables – extra charge applies)

©OTGR

Prestations : Public WC • Restaurant • Parking • Booking • Booking obligatory •
Shop • Tourist brochures • Tourist information • Guided tours • No pets allowed

Contact : Bousso Niass groupes@grand-roissy-tourisme.com +33 (0)7 69 27 54 64 / +33 (0)1 34 17 00 10

Once upon a time in the Court of the
Kings of France
1 day
RATES
Adult: from 59 €. Group rate available for > 20 people.
Price includes:
Price does not include:

VALIDITY
Every day throughout the year. Closed on Tuesday.

GROUP
20 pers. min / pers. max

©OTGR

A few miles from Paris’s north, here are two monuments you
can discover in a single day. This program is made for
everyone, French or foreign tourists. A professional guide will
support you through the visit and tell you the great history of
France, the life of French’s ancient kings and their traditions
that gave birth to the famous French way of life.
Proposition of program:
Guided visit ½ day: Ecouen, is a “chateau de la Loire” located next to
Paris, ranked as one of the most beautiful castles of France. Built 500
years ago, this caste is the perfect example of the “Renaissance” time
period whose new style came from Italy in the 16th century. You’ll have
the opportunity to go through huge rooms decorated with many rare
objects, tapestries and jewelries of that time. Here you are visitors,
invited in the court of the kings of France…
Lunch with a traditional French meal: appetizer, hot meal, dessert,
French wine and coffee.
- Option 1: Stay at the castle for lunch at the king’s table.
Transfer about 15 minutes by bus
- Option 2: Meeting at La Table de Royaumont’s restaurant located at
the abbey whose visit is planned afterwards
Guided visit ½ day: In the middle of its gardens, the very old royal abbey
of Royaumont reveal its superb gothic architecture to you. A professional
guide will go with your group and tell you about the life of monks, the
French revolution and the transformation of historic sites in concert
halls or artistic creations. Authentic and modern, the buildings are now
equipped with a shop, restaurants, a bar, a hotel, concert rooms and
receptions. A nice surprise!
Options: Many activities are available: demonstration of the great organ,
snack or lunch on site, workshops led by master craftsmen...

©Abbaye de Royaumont

©Camille Ridoux

Prestations : No pets allowed

Contact : Bousso Niass groupes@grand-roissy-tourisme.com +33 (0)7 69 27 54 64 / +33 (0)1 34 17 00 10

French treasures around Paris
2 days / 1 night
RATES
Adult: 353 €.
Price includes:
Price does not include:

VALIDITY
Every day throughout the year. Closed on Tuesday.

©Musée national de la Renaissance

Here is the program, with a professional guide that’ll be with
you all day long: Visit of an amazing castle and abbey, Visit of
the village Auvers-sur-Oise, remarkable gardens, the famous
French gastronomy and a night in an unusual monastery.
Day 1 :
Guided visit ½ day: Ecouen, it’s a vast and elegant castle built 500 years
ago, at the “Renaissance” time. Residence of princes and kings of
France, the castle shows his visitors the beauty of its rooms decorated
with rare objects, tapestries and jewelries of that time. The guide won’t
forget to tell you about the extraordinary and funny stories about the
powerful characters who lived there. A really enjoyable moment to share
with his loved ones.
Lunch at the castle’s restaurant at the king’s table with a traditional
French menu: appetizer, hot meal, dessert, French wine and coffee.
Afternoon, evening and night at the Royaumont’s abbey: Former royal
Cistercian abbey, the monument kept its impressive gothic architecture
with its cloister, old kitchens and dining halls. Your group will discover
this exceptional place through the guided tour. Then, you’ll can enjoy
your evening: The rooms are private and the dinner “flavors from the
garden” will be served in one of the vaulted stone rooms. A really special
moment for the visitors, a rare experience.
Additional options: private concert, presentation of the great organ,
various activities…
Day 2 :
Guided visit ½ day of Auvers’s village: The guide will show the assets
of Oise valley, and particularly its landscape that have attracted painters
from Paris who came by the first trains lines.
The walk will be on feet in the nice little roads of Auvers and country
sides following Van Gogh’s footstep. Reproductions of his paintings
were placed all over that pleasant path. Being very close from Paris,
the small town still retains its timeless appearance that made artists fall
in love. The guide will follow the last days of Van Gogh, a brilliant artist
with a tragic fate.
Lunch at the castle’s restaurant “Le Nymphée” or in an Auvers’s
restaurant, still with the French menu: appetizer, hot meal, dessert,
French wine and coffee.
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Visit of Auvers’s castle ½ day: Immersive tour “impressionist vision”
From its birth in 19th century English painting to its influence on 20th
century abstract art, the impressionist painting history will be tell by the
comedian Jacques Gamblin in eight spaces going through Auvers’s
castle. The visitor is immersed in the paintings, projected in large sizes
with an impressionist touch.
Additional option: Visit of the parc and his gardens with a certified
guide-lecturer. Take part in a time travel through the parcs and gardens,
on the footsteps of all its owners.
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Global paintings history through 2
French's villages
1 day
RATES
Adult: 69 €.
Price includes:
Price does not include:

VALIDITY
Every day throughout the year. Closed on Tuesday.

©OTGR

A few kilometers from Paris’s north are 2 villages of painters
that you absolutely need to visit. Those places inspired artist
that permanently influenced the world art. Here is the one-day
program to visit Ecouen and Auvers-sur-Oise.
Guided visit ½ day: The village of Ecouen kept its little picturesque
streets. In the 19th century, artists installed their workshop in beautiful
houses of the old center, under the castle.
The guided walk follows a path illustrated of reproductions of paintings
through the streets that carry the names of nowadays unknown painters.
This colony of artists constituted there a creative breeding ground and
an emulation which marked its time and still translates the attraction
for the scenes of the everyday life.
Lunch in the Italian restaurant Il Maestro who’s installed in the middle
of a parc, in an old painters’s house. The ‘Bistronomique” will delight
the gourmets: Entrée, hot meal, dessert, wine and coffee.
- Walk with a guide, in the village. Take a look at its pretty alleys and
country roads following the footsteps of landscape’s painters like Van
Gogh, one of the most famous in the world. Reproductions of paintings
were installed all over that pleasant path.
- Then, meeting at the Auvers’s castle (transfer by walk or by bus, at
300 meters from the center) for the visit of the path created in the
castle’s rooms.
Retracing the history of the "impressionist" painting movement, an
original scenography (projections, reconstructions of 19th century
settings...) retraces the context, the characteristics and influences of
this movement on international art.
Options: snack at the Castle, presentation and tasting of local products.
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The modern times
2 days / 1 night
RATES
Adult: from 243 €.
Price includes:
Price does not include:

VALIDITY
Every day throughout the year. Closed on Tuesday.

©Musée de l'Air et de l'Espace

Around Paris,the progress and inovation from Modern Times
modified French lifestyles. The original visit program will bring
you back to all these changes throughout outstanding examples
of Art and Architecture from that period.
Day 1 :
Guided tour : half a day at the Museum of Air and Space
In the XIXth Century, the first flying machines were appearing.
The Museum tells the story of the most tremendous air and space
conquest, thanks to its huge collection of more than 150 planes,
helicopters and rockets including the Soyouz and Ariane 5.
Visitors can also contemplate the first biplanes and get on board in the
Concorde to complete the adventure !
Buffet lunch in Roissy-en-France, at a restaurant precisely picked for
its quality of services in terms of reception and food.
Bus transfer towards the Royaumont Abbey, a 30 minutes drive across
the plain of France (located 30 kilometres / 18 miles away).
Afternoon, diner and night at the Royaumont Abbey: Ancient abbey
from the Middle Ages, the buildings became a cotton spinning place
after the French Revolution. The cloister, former kitchens, refectories
and dormitories were all reorganized. The guided tour will have a focus
on that period of history and particularly on the presence of the Van der
Mersh Belgian family.
Then you will have some free time to explore and enjoy the park, the
museum store or the lounge bar of the abbey.
The menu « saveurs du potager » will be served in one of the stone
arched rooms. The Chef is inspired by traditional French gastronomy
and elaborates recipes with local and seasonal products : starter, main
course, dessert, French wine and coffee.
A special moment for the lucky ones, a unique experience.
Optional extra : private concert, abbey’s organ presentation and various
animations.
Bus transfer towards Ennery, next to Auvers-sur-Oise, a 35 minutes
drive (25 kilometres / 15 miles away).
Night at the Hotel le Green des impressionnistes.
Overhanging the Oise Valley, the wide building hosts over a hundred
of stunning and large well-appointed bedrooms.
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Day 2 :
After a delicious breakfast, bus transfer towards Auvers-sur-Oise, the
painters village, 10 minutes away.
Guided tour of Auvers, half a day: On foot. With the arrival of trains from
Paris, artists stay in the village painting local landscapes which will lead
to the creation of the « impressionist movement » Throughout the village
you can notice reproductions of masterpieces in the streets located
right where the artist painted it. Hence, the guide will explain the
evolution of art with the examples of Daubigny, Corot, Cézanne and
Van Gogh.
Lunch at the restaurant of the Castle or in another restaurant in Auvers
with a traditionnal French menu : starter, main course, dessert, French
wine and coffee.
Transfer on foot or by bus from the city centre to the Castle (300 metres).
Visit of the Castle of Auvers, half a day: Immersive exhibition « Vision
impressionniste »
From the beginning with the XIXth Century English paintings to the
influences with the XXth Century abstract art, the history of the
impressionist movement is related by the comedian Jacques Gamblin,
throughout eight areas in the Castle.
Viewers are invited to immerse themselves watching the projection of
works of art, to feel even more closer to the impressionist touch.
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